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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0971197A2] Inside of the body cell framework, impact-resistant armor panels are fastened. They are profiled to fit allocated regions
(21-31) of the bodywork (10). Preferred features: Panels are adhered inside the bodywork and as appropriate, to each other. They overlap. Inside the
bodywork a parting agent is applied, e.g. a separation sheet. This includes regions (31-41) defined by lines of separation and comprises polyester
material, preferably fiber-reinforced. It is used to make moldings and from these, press tools to make the internal cladding panels. Plastically-
deformable material is applied to individual regions (31-42) inside the bodywork (10) surrounded along the edges by templets to make moldings,
used in turn to make pressing dies for the panels. Moldings are edge-reinforced, to accommodate inward productions of bodywork. Profiling and
bodywork-surrounding shapes are converted into electronic data, to make the press tools. Internal regions of mutual closure are given matching
profiles. The electronic data is used to make press tools by milling from hard plastic. Panels include cable channels and holes. They comprise high
molecular weight polyethylene and/or aramid. They are plastic sheets and/or mats laminated and shaped under heat and pressure. Reinforcements
comprise e.g. steel, ceramic, glass, carbon or slag, in fiber or mat form. Panels comprise polyethylene with at least one layer of aramid bonded to
them, e.g. using tufted strips of polyethylene. The layer of aramid is sewn to polyethylene sheets using aramid fiber. Inside the bodywork, nuts or
bolts are welded, and used to fasten the panels, through holes provided.
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